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To Think Differently….

We have a lot of respect for our O2 brethren that created this category many moons ago. Over the past couple of decades the world of floating 

devices has spawn into such a fun, thriving category. Complete with so many designs and years of history ahead of us - why would we want to 

open this competitive new chapter? All sterling enterprises need a good shake up from time to time.

Here is our simple direction…

We have an aerospace engineer who graduated top of his class - can’t go wrong with smart people.  

We are asking more questions - you don’t know what you don’t know.

We have strategic gambles - good things don’t come to those that wait.  

We analyze - and evaluate, and inspect, and rehash, and study, and any other synonym you could throw out there for thinking things through.  

We see the big picture - we have a clear vision of where we would like to take this category and have faith in the process to get us there.

We couldn’t be more excited to be the fresh face on the buoyant block - we hope you enjoy the beginning.

Brian Gardner – CEO / President

Paul O’Brien – Marketing Director / Vice President

Patrick Panakos – Global Sales Director 

Sam Gardner – Brand Manager / Product Development

Wake Park Project – North America Sales and Installation

Tim Woodhead – UK Sales and Europe Installation

Adam Higson - Creative Director

COMPANY DNA 



I M A G I N E  Y O U R  E X P E R I E N C E .  H A R N E S S  Y O U R  L O C A T I O N . 

We want to make everything to do with the on and off the water experience as 
easy as possible.  This is an unbelievably fun sport and we will make everything 
to do with the process as easy as possible.  

www.UnionAquaParks.com is the hub for this oxygen induced amusement 
gateway.  We will heavily promote your Union featured park on our website.  
We offer certain features available with your own customized branding at no 
additional charge.

We have partnered with the greatest factory and are offering an extensive 2-year limit-
ed warranty on all of our products.

All of our products meet the European standards.

Look good - feel good. Feel good - play good. Play good = a perfect experience. 
Everything about these features were designed to be in the water and the designs all 
tell such a unique story of what is possible for your customers.  

The people selling these features are also the same group with extensive 
experience installing hundreds of cables and aquaparks and will be handling 
every phase of the installation for the customer.

We have an insurance broker with years of working with aquaparks with 
competitive rates readily available to make this process as smooth, easy, 
and as affordable as possible.

Last but not definitely not least – we couldn’t 
be more excited about the group of people 
involved with this company.  Truly a labor of 
love, and everybody involved has such a 
deep-rooted affection for watersports and 
what this brand stands for.  

OUR EXPERIENCE:

BRANDING:

WARRANTY:

EU CERTIFIED:

THE LOOK:

INSTALLATION:

INSURANCE:

THE PEOPLE:



FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

A chance for an assertive aqua guide to observe the landscape filled with 
the gleeful attendees of the latest waterpark session.  Or just a chance to 
raise above the pack and see if that hopeful significant other is checking 
you out.  Whatever your motive might be we proudly debut the finest 
perch for any bird to call their aquatic home. 

The shorter, straightforward alternative to the Over Pass - a ten-foot tunnel with 
a side step curb on the outside.  Capture your imagination of the 17th century 
pirate hideouts.  These Union caverns can be a resting place for the lawless 
with an easily accessible escape route.  

Inspired by our favorite pyramid at our local skate park.  
The Temple opens up the option to rally over the top, or 
throw your agility boots on and try to side step 
the outside. 

More than just ten feet of flat-decked of lead up suspense to your next 
elevated adventure.  The wave-profiled floater is perfect for any park ower 
that needs affordable separation to space out the features.  But if that 
sounds like anticlimactic story telling from this new fresh faced start up, 
she’s also good for some phenomenal slip and slide sessions as well.  
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THE TEMPLE BYPASS

WAVE RIDER 10 CROW’S NEST

8 Outside / 5 Center 6 Outside / 2 Center

1 1 Outside / 5 Center

$2,095.00 $2,195.00

$1,595.00 $2,195.00

PRICE: PRICE:

PRICE: PRICE:

SKILL LEVEL: SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL: SKILL LEVEL:



FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

This twenty-foot long, ten-foot high showstopper imitates walking along a cliff line.  
The Narrows offers two varying degrees of difficulty to shimmy aside out inflatable 
cliff wall.  No need to hike upstream the slot canyon of the Zion Park for the other 
Narrows to explore your favorite scenic wall.  Once you think you got it dialed – try 
walking across with no hands on the wall.  

Mimicking the curves of our fire-breathing brethren.  This feature offers one 
long progressive slope with a kink in the end. Unlike the Cascade Mountains 
iconic Dragon Tail peak, you won’t need climbing gear for this one.  

Red light, green light, go.  A racetrack to rally through with our 7-obstacle tire 
run.  What kind of hot lap do you have in store for a balance challenge?  Not 
down for the motor control of these types of jumps?  You can use the platform 
in the middle to take a stable short cut.  

As kids growing up idolizing our favorite dark shade wearing actor surfing 
down the hallway we often thought to ourselves – how could we do this 
on the water?  Now we can with these built in swells.  Jump from peak 
to peak, slip n’ slide down, or make Bob Seger proud and try and slaysh 
down these peaks.   A twenty-foot version equipped with two waves.

TIRE RUN DRAGONTAIL

RISKY BUSINESS 20 THE NARROWS

8 Outside / 2 Center
6 Outside / 3 Center

3 4 Side 1 / 8 Side 2

$3,895.00 $2,195.00

$4,195.00 $6,295.00

PRICE: PRICE:

PRICE: PRICE:

SKILL LEVEL:
SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL: SKILL LEVEL:



FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

Welcome to the 2-story sky-high speedway.  This Figure 8 is such a blast to throw 
down some time trials through the corners, over the pass, and down back again.  
A signature piece for any park.  

More than just twenty feet of flat-decked suspense to your next elevated adventure.  The 
wave-profiled floater is perfect for any park owner that needs affordable separation to space 
out the features.  But if that sounds like anticlimactic story telling from us, she’s also good for 
some phenomenal slip n’ slide sessions as well.  

For the highly trained in martial arts, or an aspiring stealth warrior. Jump 
diagonally across this spring yard.  Rather take a breather on that and just 
get to the next station we offer easy walkways on other side too.  

This oversized Crow’s Nest is the ultimate vortex to climb into. Offering steps 
and ladders for easy entry. Once you are in – it’s an oversized aquatic cy-
clone.  Grab a chill session in the water pool, or just rally around in circles 
with a game of duck, duck, goose.   

NINJA JUMP WAVE RIDER 20

WHIRLPOOL FIGURE 8

4 Outside / 9 Center
6 Outside / 3 Center

1 Outside / 5 Center
4 Side 1 / 8 Side 2

$3,895.00 $2,995.00

$6,295.00 $8,995.00

PRICE: PRICE:

PRICE: PRICE:

SKILL LEVEL:
SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL:
SKILL LEVEL:



FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

As kids growing up idolizing our favorite dark shaded wearing actor surfing 
down the hallway we often thought to ourselves – how could we do this on the 
water?  Now with these built in swells you can jump from peak to peak, slip n’ 
slide down, or make Bob Seger proud and try and slaysh down these peaks 
like our boy did in ’83.   A thirty-foot version equipped with three waves.

A 90° bend to your maze complete with a park style bench on the outside to enjoy 
a picnic with your preferred mermaid.  Not looking for a leisurely approach to 
this feature?  You can bump draft your opponent as you round turn 1 to the next 
portion of the speedway.  

Overshot the Ninja jump?  Came in a little hot to the tire run?  No worries we proudly 
present the reset button appropriately titled the Mulligan.  An easy ad-on throughout 
your park to make a stress free reentry back into the mix of things again with a super 
low profile to get back onto a feature. 

Heavy sigh – there isn’t actually a wave here. It’s a flat connection piece 
to build up steam for the next big thing.  But we really struggled with just 
having a rectangle object – so we gave the outer profile a wave look to 
it.  What this piece lacks in story telling of its own – it more than makes 
up for the suspense created in the piece it connects to.  A thirty-foot long 
cliff-hanging masterpiece.  

RISKY BUSINESS 30 MULLIGAN

WAVE RIDER 30 DOG LEG

3
1

1

1

$ 5,995.00 $2,395.00

$4,495.00 $1,895.00

PRICE: PRICE:

PRICE: PRICE:

SKILL LEVEL:
SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL:



FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

One of the favorites at our test lab at Radar Lake- with a chance to channel 
your inner Neil Armstrong jumping from one three-foot high domed crater to 
the next.  Not feeling your inner astronaut?  Super easy to go on either side of 
the moon balls if you don’t have your rocket suit on.  

This is the hub for your park.  A colossal inflation waiting for a congregation on the outside, 
or an endless supply of additional piece connectivity. Makes you feel like you are eating a 
New York slice in the concrete jungle once you jump on board.  Also features a swimming 
pool with a removable mesh bottom piece that prevents people from swimming 
underneath it, with handles and steps to easily exit. 

A jigsaw puzzle of connection pieces to easily intersect Point A through D.  Innovation 
through modular simplistic association.  A universal one-feature-fits-all type solution 
that can replace a 90 degree, with a 2, 3 or 4 way connection.

Some of the best ideas come on a road trip – the entrance to our favorite 
local snow hill inspired this feature. The Over Pass is an aquatic bending 
tunnel to rally through – or side step the curb on the outside.   

MOON JUMP CONNECT 4

OVERPASS CENTRAL PARK

5 Outside / 8 Center 1

6 Outside / 2 Center

1

$6,495.00 $2,195.00

$6,495.00 $8,995.00

PRICE: PRICE:

PRICE: PRICE:

SKILL LEVEL: SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL:



FEATURE:

FEATURE:

FEATURE:

Much like the Mulligan or the Launch pad, the Neptune Steps is the gateway 
to begin your Aquapark journey. Neptune’s Steps is an easy ad-on throughout 
your park to make a stress free reentry back into the mix of things again with a 
submersed set of set of stairs that you can walk back onto a feature with. 

6’ (1.83m) reinforced bungee used for mooring Union Aquapark features to 
the anchoring setup. Heavy duty bungee rated at 3500 lbs.

Dual motor, 120v/230v 1000W industrial air pump provides the power 
needed for quick inflation of Union Aquapark features. Maximum pressure 
of 3.3psi (7.3psi with boost) is suitable for all features. Capable of inflating 
and deflating.

High visibility 15’ x 9” perimeter buoys allow for the easy creation of a 
perimeter around any Union Aquapark setup. Each buoy has two easy 
attachment points and comes with a swivel shackle so they can spin freely. 3 
Perimeter Buoys come in each set.

Rope climbs up, slide down to the stairs, to the look out points, to you name it.  The 
most all-encompassing feature in our line.  Proudly named after the biggest mountain 
around our area - this massive design is a park in itself.  

On your mark get set – lets do this.  A low profiled ring covering the outside making it 
super easy to swim up and get started on the entrance of your marine oasis.  Made 
out of a high capacity material that will allow multiple people to get on at the same 
time.  Once on, map out your blue prints for the features you’re about to session - the 
starting point for awesomeness.  

NEPTUNE’S STEPS MT RAINIER

LAUNCHPAD MOORING BUNGEE(S)

HIGH VOLUME PUMP

PERIMETER BUOYS

1
1 to 10 - Multiple Routes - Choose Your Adventure

6 Outside / 2 Center

$1,295.00 $19,995.00

$4,595.00

INCLUDED WITH ALL FEATURES

$399.00

$349.00

PRICE: PRICE:

PRICE:

PRICE:

PRICE:

SKILL LEVEL:
SKILL LEVEL:

SKILL LEVEL:



Since the summer of 1944 our lineage has been making ripples on the waterways in the greater Seattle area of 

Lake Union. We have always had a menacing desire of change and a spirit that echoes fondly thru all of us.  We 

come from different backgrounds for sure, we have opposing strengths, but one thing is common – the fabric of 

what we do and who we are revolves around innovation and the experience that it brings.

Photo: Lake Union Washington

OUR ROOTS
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